Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes-October 2022

Location: Student Leadership Center
Date: 10/13/2022
Meeting Called to Order: 2pm
Attendees: Steve Criniti, Craig Crow, Nicole Ennis, Cecilia Konchar Farr, Melinda Kreisberg, Aaron Harper, Ann Saurbier, Sarah Schimmel, Eveldora Wheeler, Cathy Monteroso, Stephanie Meredith, Martyna Matusiak, Matt Harder, Tasha Taylor

Opening notes/comments:

Provost Monteroso: Discussion of 120/60 goal for timely graduation and cost savings for students; also a goal to take out unnecessary complexity to protect faculty from being spread too thin helping students meet requirements. This will be a busy curriculum year as we work toward meeting those goals.

Tasha Taylor: Notes on Curriculum forms and processes. Q&A and problem solving; use the “justification” area on the form for notes to the Curriculum Committee.

Agenda Items:

1. Change Program-Art Therapy
   Motion to open discussion made by: Konchar Farr/Saurbier
   Notes: Making it more open to students in other disciplines; down to 18
   Motion to approve Saurbier/Kreisberg Vote: approve.

2. Change Program-Art: 2-Dimensional Minor
   Motion to open discussion made by: Saurbier/Kreisberg
   Notes: Down to 18
   Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: approved

3. Change Program-Art: 3-Dimensional Minor
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Down to 18
   Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: approved

4. Change Course-CAT 302 Advanced Art Therapy Studio
   Motion to open discussion made by: Saurbier/Kreisberg
Notes: Title change and language clarification in course description. Adjust learning outcome for measurability.
    Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: Approved.

5. New Course-CAT 330 Media and Materials
    Motion to open discussion made by: Saurbier/Kreisberg
    Notes: Studio-based course; elective, no pre-reqs to open it to other disciplines such as counseling or education curriculum; using art materials in therapeutic situations; discussion of outcomes—are they measurable? Adjusted language to clarify.
    Motion to approve: Saurbier/Kreisberg. Vote: Approved.

6. Change Course-CAT 401 Art Therapy Research
    Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
    Notes: Old course revised for focus on senior project and presentations. Will delete pre-reqs—change to appeal to students in other disciplines.
    Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saubier Vote: Approve

7. Change Course-CAT 403 Art Therapy Intrnsh & Observ
    Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saubier.
    Notes: Remove ethics pre-req—ethics infused in the curriculum
    Motion to approve: Saubier/Kreisberg Vote: Approve

8. Delete Course-CAT 479 Special Problems
    Motion to open discussion made by: Schimmel/Kreisberg
    Notes: Rescind motion to approve. Withdraw the form. Keep it on the books in case you ever need it.

9. Change Program-Creative Arts Therapy (B.S.)
    Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Schimmel
    Notes: Program move to 120/60. Fewer art studio courses, carefully selected to prepare for graduate program (half of students move on); elective options opened to other disciplines—discussion about approved or recommended; room for a minor but minor not required; “hidden pre-req” of ART110, required for other courses on the list of core courses—move it into the core and eliminate one interdisciplinary elective.
Motion to approve with changes: Konchar Farr/Saurbier  Vote: Approve

10. Change Course- DMD 490 Senior Capstone Project
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Name change;
   Motion to approve: Saurbier/Kreisberg  Vote: Approved

11. Change Course-MUS 102 Musicianship
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Change in course description
   Motion to approve: Saurbier/Kreisberg Vote: Approved

   Motion to open discussion made by: Saurbier/Kreisberg
   Notes: Reduction in credits for Music Education majors; language change to “elements.”
   Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: Approved

13. Change Course-MUS 254 Fund Of Strings
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Reduction in credits for Music Education majors
   Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: Approve

14. Delete Course-MUS 453 Inst & Choral Mus in Sec School
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Delete course, roll content into existing courses
   Move to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier Vote: Approve

15. New Program-Music Production
   Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
   Notes: Open pathway to students interested in commercial (rather than classical) music; uses existing courses; clerical changes to course list
   Motion to approve: Saurbier/Kreisberg  Vote: Approved.

16. Delete Course-CLS 430 Clin Parasitology & Mycology
Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
Notes: Delete—content taught in other courses.
    Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier  Vote: Approve

17. Change Course-DH 187 Review of Clinical Dental Hygiene I Skills
    Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
    (All four for DH at once: 187, 287, 382, 387)
    Notes: Change in hours (both lab sessions); serves as review class; not required for all; required if they fail a DH content course
    Motion to approve (all 4): Saurbier/Kreisberg  Vote: Approve

18. New Course-DH 239 Review of Radiography Skills
    Motion to open discussion made by: Kreisberg/Saurbier
    Notes: Co-req with 187
    Motion to approve: Kreisberg/Saurbier  Vote: Approve

19. Change Course-DH 287 Review of Clinical Dental Hygiene II Skills
    Motion to open discussion made by: See above.
    Notes:

20. Change Course-DH 382 Review Clinical III Dental Hygiene Skill
    Motion to open discussion made by: See above
    Notes:

    Motion to open discussion made by: See above.
    Notes:

Motion to adjourn: Kriesberg/Saurbier APPROVED at 3:30!